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Travis Lake Historic District
Caroline Co., Va.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The Travis Lake Historic District occupies approximately 150 acres of the northern part of Fon
A. P' Hill in Caroline County, Virginia, approximately six miles north of the town of Bowling
Green. The district lies in the midst of gently rolling, forested topography at the headwaters of
Goldenvale Cnck, a tributary of the Rappahannock River. The dominant feature of the district
is Travis Lake, the uppa part of which covers thirty acres (the lower half of the lake, located
below a former mill dam, is largely excluded from the district). The shores of the lake are
forested with beeches, oaks. and pines and an undastory of mountain laurel and dogwood, and
the lake surface supports water lilies and other aquatic piants. Travis Lakc Road (which follows
the course. of an antebellum road) hugs the shore on its east and north sides, connecting to a
gravel road that follows the other shores of the lake. Occupying a knoll at the northeast end of
the lake is a large log residence consaucted in 1938-39 and known as the Lodge. Below the
Lodge is the former mill dam, which forms part of the bed of Travis Lake Road. At the north
end of the dam stands a complex of secondary dwellings and farm buildings. Liberty Elaptis;
Church, an antebellum brick building also proposed for National Register listing, stands about
a half mile to the west of the district.
Inventory
Enmes give the resource name, date or period of construction, Fon A. P. Hill installation
number followed by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources site number in parentheses,
contributing or noncontributing status, physical and historical description. and sources of
information.
1. Travis Late. Antebellum. Contributing site.
The thuty-acre upper part of Travis L&e has maintained'its present form since at least the Civil
War, at which time it served as the Saunders Mill Pond. F. M. Travis acquired the lake and
mill seat by the turn of the twentieth century. The relatively steep lake shores have been wooded
since the mid-nineteenth century, providing lumber to the Travis sawmill and probably sawmills
that preceded it. The lake and lake shores have been used for fishing, boating, and hunting since
at least the nineteenth century, although hunting is now restricted. (Sources: "Map of Caroline
County; " Washington Pon, February 5 , 1968.)

2. The Lodge. 1938-39. SS025 (16-349-23). Contributing building.
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Description (continued)
The Lodge is a rambling one-story Rustic-style fishing retreat constructed in 1938-39 on a
wooded bluff overlookng Travis Lake. The building is shaped like a flattened "U" with a
central section and two flanking wings facing east, all constructed of saddle-notched logs (see
plan in Exhibit C). The gable roof features Craftsman-influenced log gable brackets and plain
rafier tails, square-edged slate shingle sheathing, and several shed dormers with beaded board
siding. Rising at the junctures of the central section and the two wings are large sandstone
fieldstone chimneys with rectangular profiles (the foundation features similar stonework).
Centered on the east facade of the central section is a tiont entry sheltered by a modem gabled
stoop with slate roofing and wood shingling in the gable. The entry has double doors consuucted
of beaded battens set at a diagonal, with wrought iron strap hinges and knockers. The west
facade of the building looks out over Travis Lake and features a porch (now enclosed) with
massive log posts and brackets. Flanking the porch are two short bedroom wings. Other
exterior features include modem casement windows (similar in appearance to the original steel
casements), modem picture windows. white concrete daubing that contrasts with the dark brown
of the stained logs, and an exterior stair on the south wing gable end that provides access to a
sleeping garret (a similar garret at the north end of the building is reached by an interior stair).
A stairwell at the north end of the building provides access to the basement.

-

.

The %ont entrance opens into a large living hall that has stone fireplaces at each end and is
spanned by roof msses with heavy timhers mortise-and-tenoned and pegged together. The hall
also has rough wooden mantel shelves supported by stone corbels. pegged floorboards. varnished
log walls. and modem rustic hmishings. From the hall, two doors lead to the former porch
(now enclosed as a dining room) that features a flagstone floor and modem wood bar. The south
wing contains three bedrooms and a passageway; the north wing contains the dining room, a
modernized kitchen. and a butler's pantry with original wood and glass cabinets. Throughout
the interior are varnished wooden walls and ceilings. and batten doors with 2-braces and
decorative strap hinges and latches. The basement has stone walls and metal ash-pit clean-out
doors manufactured by the Donley Brothers Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
The north and south wings embrace a roughly circular turn-around on the east side of the
building. bordered by sandstone retaining walls and reached by a yucca-lined drive that curves
down to Travis Lake Road. On the building's west side are flagstone and concrete patios and
walkways. One concrete walkway descends to a roughly circular parking area in front of the
boat house (inventory entry 4). Standing off the north end of the building are a modem barbecue
shelter with T1-l l siding and a louvered cupola vent, and a modem garbage can shelter.
Standing to the west of the building is a small wood-shingled fire hydrant housing.
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Description (continued)
The Lodge was completed in 1939 for Washington, D.C. patent attorney Charles M. Thomas
and his wife, Katherine Gregory. Thomas purchased Travis Lake from the Dickinson Land
Corpqration in 1937; in 1939, the value of buildings on his propaty jumped from $750 to
$17,150, indicating the construction of the Lodge and associated buildings. The government
purchased the 621-acre propay in 1941 and used it as bachelor officers quarters, an officers
dining facility and club, and temporary family housing. Local people remember boating on the
lake aad dancing at the Lodge during World War 11. (Sources: Plaque in house; Evans, "A
H i i r y of Fort A. P. Hill;"Bill Broaddus, Ken Clark, Helen Travis Crawford, and Joe Medley
interviews; Winter and Puzoni, A P h m I Cklntral Resources Inveruory of Fon A. P. Hill;
Caroline County tax records, 1937-1942, and Deed Book 110, p. 61.)

3. Bath House. 1951. lTWS2 (16-349-27). Noncontributing building.
This one-story frame building was apparently built in 1951, although it may incorporate an '
earlier building. The classicaVcolonial building has wide novelty siding that gives the effect of
rustication, scalloped friezeboards, a metal-sheathed hip roof with a cupola, a round window on
the north elevation, a poured concrete foundation (with evidence of alterations to the
superstructure above), modernized exterior doors, fenestration, and interior, and a modern deck
overlooking the lake. The bathhouse occupies the site of an early-twentieth-century picnic
shelter. (Sources: Travis Lake historical description; Richmond News Leader, February 29 and
September 29. 1952; Caroline County Deed Book 89, p. 232.)

4. Boat House. Fourth quarter 20th c. Noncontributing building.
One-story frame building with TI-1 1 siding, an asphalt-shingled front-gable roof, and a poured
concrete foundation and floor.

.

5. Dam. Early twentieth century. Contributing structure.
Portions of this dam may date to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but presently visible
features appear to date to an early-twentieth-century reworking by mill owner F. M. Travis.
Travis Lake Road passes over the dam,which has sides reinforced with granite riprap. At the
dam's south end is the present spillway--identified as a "waste way" in a 1920 plat-which
features a poured concrete lip and dual steel culverts passing unda the road. At the dam's north
end are several poured concrete features that may be associated with the F. M. Travis Mill,
including a wall facing the lake with an iron handle that may have served to l i a door to permit
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Description (continued)
the flow of water into the mill. (Source: Caroline County Deed Book 89, p. 232; Helen Travis
Crawford interview.)

6. Garage Apartment. Ca. 1939. SS0253 (16-349-29). Noncontributing building.
The Thomases, owners of the Lodge at Travis Lake, employed a chauffeur who is said to have
resided in the upper level of this much altered garagelapartment. In the early 1950s, a sergeant
assigned to fire protection in the Travis Lake area resided in the apamnent. The one-story frame
dwelling sits on a concrete basement level (formerly with garage bays, now enclosed) and has
an asphalt-shingled front-gable roof, vinyl siding, modern exterior doors and fenestration, and
a modern front deck overlooking Travis Lake. (Sources: Travis Lake historical description;
Richmond News Leader, February 29 and September 29, 1952.)

7. House. Ca. 1939. SSM54 (16-349-28). Contributing building.
This one-story frame house was probably built about 1939 as a guest conage associated with the
Lodge. It was remodeled in 1951-52 as housing for noncommissioned officers and their families.
The house has vinyl siding, an asphalt-shingled hip roof, a poured concrete foundation, a brick
chimney on the rear elevation, b d mostly modem onoover-one-sash windows. The interior
features rooms separated by French doors. It is possible the house was built in 1937 by the
Dickinson Land Company. (Sources: Travis Lake historical description: Richmond News Leader,
February 29 and September 29, 1952.)

8. Barn. Ca. 1939. lT0257 (16-349-30). Contributing building.

.

This well-preserved frame barn was probably built about 1939 to serve as stables and hay storage
for the nearby Lodge. The barn has a lower level for horses (and possibly horsedrawn vehicles)
and an upper level for hay storage. Other features include a metal-sheathed front-gable roof,
weatherboard and vertical board sheathing, a poured concrete foundation, Dutch doors with plain
strap hinges, and four-light and six-light windows. (Source: Travis Lake historical description.)
9. Chicken Horrse. Ca. 1939. -IT0256 (16-349-31). Contributing building.
This well-preserved frame chicken house was apparently built to serve the Lodge, located across
Travis Lake. The building has a form typical of twentieth-century chicken houses: a long
southem exposure with evidence of more south-facing windows than the preseat two, and a shed
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Description (continued)
include metal roofing, weatherboard siding, a poured concrete foundation,
roof. Other feaand small hatches at floor level that may have enabled the resident fowl to come and go as they
pleased, or that may have been used in cleaning the interior. (Source: Travis Lake historical
description.)
10. Springhouse. Ca. 1939. lTO255 (16-349-32). Contributing structure.
This small springhouse was apparently built to serve the Lodge, located across Travis k.
The
frame buildkg has an aspha16shingled front-gable roof, vinyl siding. and a high poured concrete
of mik and other perishable
foundation. The springhouse was probably used for the preservation
foods. (Source: Travis ~ a k eiistirical d i p t i o n . )
11. W a t a Point. Third quarter 20th c. POOZ8. Noncontributing structure.
Small concrete-block structure apparently used as a pump house or to monitor water flow.
12. Water Tank. Third quarter 20th c. PF0267. Noncontributing structure.
Cylindrical steel water tank located off Spring Road near the northern boundary of the district.
13. Privy. Second half 20th c. Noncontributing building.
Frame latrine of standard Fort A. P. Hill form with corrugated metal siding and a shed roof.
The latrine appears to be associated with a small bivouac area.
Integrity Statement
The Travis Lake Historic District possesses good over-all architectural and historical integrity.
The district's principal architectural resource--the 1938-39 Lodge--retains its ori@ spatial
configuration and exterior and interior features and finishes. The only substantive modem
changes to the building are the substitution of modern thermal casement windows for the ori@
casements, and the conversion of the porch overlooking Travis Lake into a dining room (this
latter change did not compromise the original log porch supports and flagstone floor and is
therefore reversible.) The farm and residential buildings associated with the Lodge display
varyiog degrees of exterior architectural integrity, but most retain their distinguishing
architectural features. The wooded character of the shores of Travis Lake, and historic drives,

.
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Description (continued)
stone retaining walls. and other landscape features contribute to the high integrity of the district's
setting.
l

The resource count in section 5 shows seven contributing resources and six noncontributing
resources, which, superficially, is a poor contributing ratio. The ratio is skewed by including
in the count small, modem. noncontributing auxiliary buildings and structures such as the boat
house. privy. and water point. The two principal contributing resources--the Lodge and Travis
Lake--constitute the major character-defining features of the district.
Architectural Analysis
The Travis Lake Historic District has been the scene of continuous development since at least
the late antebellum period. In 1864, Saunders Mill occupied a mill seat on the headwaters of
Goldenvale Creek. its mill pond corresponding to the upper section of the present Travis Lake.'
By 1920. the property had passed to local merchant F. M. Travis. A plat from the period
(included as Exhibit B) shows the mill--probably a relatively small building--perched towards the
north end of a mill dam with a "waste-way" or overflow outlet at the dam's south end. On the
hillside north of the dam stood the miller's house. An icehouse at the south end of the pond
suggests another commercial use for the property, and a "picnic hall" near the location of the
present bath house provides the first evidence for recreational activity at the pond.'

.

The architectural character of the lake was transformed in the late 1930s when Washington
attorney Charles M. Thomas and his wife Katherine Gregory acquired the property. The
Thomases constructed the Lodge in 1938-39, a rambling retreat overlooking the lake. with
saddle-notched log walls. log porch posts. substantial stone chimneys, and other elements of the
Rustic Style.' The Lodge harmonizes with its natural surroundings, augmented by the sandstone
retaining walls and flagstone walkways that connect the building to the lake shore and to other
outdoor spaces.' In architectural counterpoint to the Lodge stands the 1951 Bath House. a
whimsical building with vaguely Classical or Colonial Revival features such as a cupola. a round
window. and wide noveltv siding. The other buildings associated with the Lodge--the two
secondary residences and.the firm buildings--are more modest in character. although their
picturesque hillside siting contributes to the overall character of the complex.'
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Description (continued)
Endnotes

1. "Map of Caroline County." The mill seat and pond were probably used earlier, probably by
Benjamin Robboo, who operated a mill on Goldenvale Creek (Winter and Pezzoai, Phare I
Cultural Resources Inventory of Fon A. P. Hill, 17). A 1920 plat shows an "old dam"
downstream fium the Saunders mill dam, in the general vicinity of the present crossing of
Goldenvale Creek by the Engineer Road (Caroline County Deed Book 89, p. 232.) The bed of
Engineer Road occupies a dam that impounds the lower part of Travis Lake, formed aftex 1950.
2. Caroline County Deed Book 89, p. 232. The plat, a 1920 revision of an 1893 plat, was &awn
by F. M. Travis, who served as the county surveyor. The Travis Mill may have resembled the
Moses Rolph grist mill near the Caroline County community of Sparta, a small, weathdmarded,
frame building from the late nineteenth century pictured in Haley,'CIuolinc C o w : A Piaorial
Hinory, 34. Above-ground remains of the ice house, miller's house, and picnic hall a&
apparently gone, although it is not inconceivable that elements of the laser two buildings are
incorporated into buildings presently standing in the district.
3. The Lodge is the preeminent Rustic-style building in Caroline County, Virginia. An
architectural survey of the county conducted in the early 1990s identified no other sigdicant
Rustic-style bluidings (see PMA and Traceries, Historic Architecnual Survey of Caroline
Cow.)
4. Because the Lodge was occupied by the non-local Thomas M y for only two years, little
oral information is available on the construction of the building. An architect presumably
designed the Lodge, probably one with offices in Washington, where the Thomases maintained
their princIpai residence duriug the 1930s. A w r y search through back issues of Thc Caroline
Progress failed to turn up information on the building. Some of the walls and walkways
associated with the Lodge may have been c o m c t e d by the army-the lakeside parking area, for
example, which would have accommodated the many individuals who frequented the Lodge
during World War 11.

5. Some of these buildings may actually have been built by the D i c b n Land Company, which
owned Travis Lake from 1929 to 1937 and which owned buildings valued at $750 in 1937
(Caroline County tax records).
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NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Summary
The Travis Lake Historic District, located at Fort A. P. Hill in Caroline County, Virginia,
includes a range of historic resources dating from the antebellum period to the 1930s. The
dominant feature of the approximately 150-acre district is Travis Lake itself, an antebellum mill
pond bordered by mixed deciduous and conifer forest. In the late 1930s, the lake attracted the
attention of Washington. D.C., attorney Charles M. Thomas. who built a rustic log lodge above
the mill dam. When the area became part of the A. P. Hill Military Reservation in 1941, the
lodge was converted to use as an ofticers club and quarters, and the lake and its wooded
surroundings afforded recreational opportunities to army personnel. Lake Travis, the Lodge, and
associated domestic and farm buildings today form one of the most intact historic resources at
Fort A. P. Hill.
Justification of Criteria
The Travis Lake Historic District is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under
criteria A and C in the areas of architecture and military history. Travis Lake, with its forested
shores, and the Rustic-style residence known as the Lodge together form an ensemble of
considerable architectural sophistication. The architectural effect of the Lodge relies on its
natural surroundings; likewise, the scenic qualities of the lake are complemented by the Lodge.
The lake and lodge also figured in the Second World War history of the A. P. Hill Military
Reservation by providing recreational opportunities to base personnel. thus playing a part in A.
P. Hill's important contribution to the war effort. The period of significance for the district
extends fiom 1864, the date of the earliest known documentation of the physical character of
Travis Lake. to 1945, encompassing the Second World War history of the area. The district is
eligible at the local level of significance.
Acknowledgments
A number of individuals and organizations assisted in the preparation of this report. Teny Banks
and Evelyn Peyton served as contacts for the Fort A. P. Hill Environmental Office. Len Winter
and Ashley Neville served as the contacts for Gray & Pape, Inc. and reviewed the draft

nomination. Others who provided assistance include Bill Broaddus and Helen Travis Crawford,
descendents of former landowners in the district, Tim Bradley of the U.S. District Court in
Washington. D.C., Judith Zvonkin of the Biography Division of the Washington, D.C., Public
Library, Pat Jordan of the U.S. Patent Oftice, Bryson Clevinger of the Alderman Library,
University of Virginia, and the staffs of the Caroline County Clerk of Court office, The Curoline
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Statement of Significance (continued)

Progress, the Roanoke Public Library, and the Library of Virginia.
Histdrical Background
The upper part of Travis Lake corresponds to the antebellum Saunders Mill Pond, which appears
on an 1864 map of Caroline County. A pond associated with the mill of Benjamin Robinson
may have occupied the site in the 1700s.' After a period of apparent disuse following the Civil
w&, Francis Marion Travis (ca. 1849-1925) operated a mill at the pond in the 1890s. Travis,
described as a "prominent merchant of New London (a nearby post office]," apparently ran his
grist and sawmill until the 1920s.' The scenic qualities of the pond were acknowledged early.
By 1920, a "picnic hall" had been constructed on a knoll overlooking the pond near the site of
the present bath house.' In 1929, Harold V. Dickinson, of New York, purchased the pond and
adjoining acreage, land which he transferred to the Dickinson Land Company. The land.
company may have intended to resell the property soon after purchase, but the stock market crash
of 1929 and the ensuing depression intervened. In 1936 or 1937, the company added a building
or buildings to the properh, (boosting the value of buildings from $300 to $750), and in October
1937 the property was sold to Charles M. Thomas, of Washington, D.C."

,

Charles McGill Thomas, a patent attorney, maintained an office in Washington from at least the
late 1920s to 1963.' With his wife. Katherine Gregory, Thomas constructed a rustic summer
retreat--later known as the Lodge--on the east shore of Travis Lake in 1938-39. The Thomases
also apparentlv constructed the house, garage apartment (said to have been occupied by their
chauffeur), and farm buildings at the north end of the dam, opposite the L ~ d g e . ~Their
enjoyment of the Lodge proved short-lived; in 1941, the U.S. Army acquired the Thomas
pr;)ierty and much of northeast Caroline County to form the A. P. Hill Military Reservation.
A. P. Hill plaved an important role in the defensive and offensive operations of the United States
military during World War 11. The base provided the army much-needed maneuver and range
area, and it was instrumental in training the forces that fought in North Africa and participated
in the D-Day invasion--campaigns that contributed to the Allied victory over Nazi Germany.'
During World War 11, Travis Lake provided recreational opportunities to military personnel and
local civilians. Helen Travis Crawford, granddaughter of F. M. Travis. recalls attending dances
at the Lodge and boating on the lake.' At various times during and after the war, the Lodge was
used as temporary family housing, bachelor officer quarters, and an officers's open mess. In
1952, as part of a government probe of military spending, a U.S. representative alleged that the
commanding general of the Second Army improperly spent $27,000 to rehrbish the building as
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Statement of Significance (continued)
his "personal hunting lodge." The same representative charged that "high Pentagon brass" and
their "lady friends" attended parties at the building. The army replied that the Lodge was indeed
used for parties and dances, since it served as the post Officers Club, but that only $2,630 had
been spent on its upkeep since 1941, and that part of that expense was offset by billeting fees
In later years, rooms at the Lodge were rented out
paid by personnel quartered in the b~ilding.~
to sportsmen who tished and hunted at the lake." Today, the Lodge continues to serve its
original hnction as a retreat. available to military personnel and civilians. and boating and
fishing facilities are available on Travis Lake. The area is now included in a wildlife refuge
administered by the Army.
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1. Winter and Peaoni, "Phase I Cultural Resources Inventory of Fort A. P. Hill," 17-18; "Map
of Caroline County. "
2. Caroline County Deed Book 89, p. 232; Virginia State Gazetteer; and Gzroiim Progress, lime
22, 1933.

3. Caroline County Deed Book 89, p. 232.
4. Caroline County Deed Book 99, pp. 45, 46, 146 and 182; Deed Book 110, p. 61; and tax
records for 1936 and 1937.
5. Con/i&nnhl Supplement, 1548; Pat Jordan, personal communication. Thomas last registered
with the U.S. Patent Office in 1963, at which time his professional address was 3 10 Shoreham
Building, Washington, D.C. Attempts to uncover more i n f o d o n on Thomas from libraries,
circuit courts, and state and district bars and bar associations in Virginia and Washington proved
unsuccessful.

6. Bill Broaddus, personal communication; Caroline County tax records. The 1939 land book
registered a jump in the value of buildings on the propeny from $750 to $17,150.
7. Winter and Pezzoni, Phase I Cultural Resources Invenrory of Fon A. P. Hill, 100.
8. Helen Travis Crawford, personal communication.

9. Richmond News Leodcr, February 29 and September.29, 1952.

.

10. Warhinglon Post, February 5, 1%8. In 1968, the daily fee for a bed at the Lodge was 16 1.00
and board was $1.60.
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UTM References (continued)

Verbal Boundary Description
~hdhoundariesof the Travis Lake Historic District lie 500' beyond-parallel and concentric to-the loop traced by Travis Lake Road and the gravel road that follows the lake shore, as
illustrated in Eihibit A. The boundaries are likely to include unidentified prehistoric and historic
archaeologial sites.
Boundary Justification
The boundaries of the Travis Lake Historic District are defined so as to include the buildings,
lake, and wooded lake shores--the lake's viewshed-that together form a harmonious architectural
whole. 'Rather than being passive setting unassociated with the historic and architectural
character of the district's buildings, the lake and surrounding woods conmbute directly to the
architectural significance of the resource, thus . w m t i n g the inclusion of a relatively large
acreage. The lower part of Travis Lake, because it dates to after the period of significance, is
not included in the district, except for that portion that lies within 500' of Travis Lake Road.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
All photogrdphs are of: Travis Lake Historic District, VDHR # 16-349-23

1.
I

CREDIT: J. Daniel Pezzoni
DATE: 1995
NEGATIVE FILED: Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
VlEW OF: East elevation of the Lodge; view facing waT.
NEG. NO.: VDHR # 14164
FlLE NO.: VDHR # 16-349-23
PHOTO 1 of 8

2.

CREDIT: J. Daniel Pezzoni
DATE: 1995
NEGATIVE FILED: Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
VlEW OF: West elevation of the Lodge; view facing north.
NEG. NO.: VDHR # 14164
FlLE NO.: VDHR # 16-349-23
PHOTO 2 of 8

3.

CREDIT: J. Daniel Pezzoni .
DATE: 1995
NEGATIVE FILED: Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
VlEW OF: Bath House; view facing south.
NEG. NO.: VDHR # 14164
FILE NO.: VDHR # 16-349-23
PHOTO 3 of 8

4.

CREDIT: J. Daniel Pezzoni
DATE: 1995
NEGATIVE FILED: Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
VlEW OF: House (left) and Chauffeur's House (right); view facing west.
NEG. NO.: VDHR # 14164
FlLE NO.: VDHR # 16-349-23
PHOTO 4 of 8
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Photographs (continued)

5.
<

CREDIT: J. Daniel P e w n i
DATE: 1995
NEGATIVE FILED: Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
VlEW OF: Barn; view facing east.
NEG. NO.: VDHR # 14164
FILE NO.: VDHR # 16-349-23
PHOTO 5 of 8

6.

CREDIT: J. Daniel P e w n i
DATE: 1995
NEGATIVE FILED: Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
VlEW OF: Travis Lake with dam in distance; view facing east.
NEG. NO.: VDHR # 14164
FILE NO.: VDHR # 16-349-23
PHOTO 6 of 8

7.

CREDIT: J. Daniel Peuoni
DATE: 1995
NEGATIVE FILED: Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
VlEW OF: Travis Lake; lower part with dam in center; view facing west.
NEG. NO.: VDHR # 14164
FILE NO.: VDHR # 16-349-23
PHOTO 7 of 8

8.

CREDIT: J. Daniel P e w n i
DATE: 1995
NEGATIVE FILED: Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
VlEW OF: Travis Lake, Liberty Branch inlet; view facing south.
NEG. NO.: VDHR # 14164
FILE NO.: VDHR # 16-349-23
PHOTO 8 uf 8
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Exhibit A. Thvis Lake Historic District. Boundaries indicated by heavy line. Triangles indicate
number and dinction of view of photographs accompanying the report. Key to buildings and
structures:

l~-5D09-1.TravisLake
2. The M g e
3. Bath House
4. Boat House

-

-

-5.Dam
-6. Gmge Apt.
7. House
8. Barn

-

- 9. Chicken House
- 10. Sgnghouse
1 1. Water Point
12. Water Tank

-

- 13. Privy
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Exhibit B. Detail of a 1920 plat showing Travis Lake and associated resources from Caroline
County Deal Book 89, p. 232. North is toward the top of the sheet. Not to scale.
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Exhibit C. The Lodge floor plan adapted from "FloorLayout SS02.51," Drawing No. 36-76 from
Fort A. P. Hill buildings and grounds records. Scale: 1 " = 16'6".
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